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BlackBerry Curve 9360 is a very stylish and powerful mobile that has been equipped with the latest
feature and you will love the multimedia features in the mobile. It has been built with a professional
look and is great for the professional as well as for entertainment purpose. The BlackBerry runs on
BlackBerry 7.0 operating system and makes browsing faster and easy and ensures powerful
graphics. There are features like the QWERTY keyboard, which is nicely laid out and makes texting
easy and fast. The processor is 800 MHz and is equipped to produce galactic power. The
BlackBerry is a mind blowing phone with advanced technology and right price tag.

The mobile phones from BlackBerry are all sleek and stylish and one proudly boost of owning a
BlackBerry mobile. This Curve 9360 device comes with a black color and has great chassis that
makes it more stunning. It has a transmissive LCD touch screen and with its smartly placed
QWERTY keypad it does gets its traditional BlackBerry look. The screen is a 2.44 inch and has a
resolution of 480 x 360 pixels. It is available in Black color and measures 60 x 11 x 109 mm and the
weight is only 99 grams. This is a light weight and compact mobile that can be easily carried along
with you while commuting daily. It has the new BlackBerry 7 to enhance the performance and the
response of touch based navigations, entertainment features and web browsing. The mobile is thin
and comes of premium materials that make it last even in rough use.

The BlackBerry mobile price in India is quite attractive as the brand is one of the top most in the
world, one can buy the phone without a second thought. The BlackBerry Curve comes with the
popular RIM limited and is mounted with Twitter, Facebook and many such social networking sites.
Also the speed in fast and comes with quick response and that is why you would love to chat with
friends and social circles whenever and wherever you are. The camera is a 5 mega pixel with flash
and comes with 4 x digital zoom to capture images that are perfect and clear. You can also recode
videos with the VGA recording provided in the curve 9360 that comes with a resolution of 640 x 480
pixels. The camera features face detection, image stabilization, scene modes and the geo-tagging
as well.

The BlackBerry mobile price in India is Rs. 19,199 approximately.
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